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Actual building with PVs & 
CHP & GSHP
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PROJECT TARGETS

 ► If ground-source heat pump feasible: 50% improvement on Notional Building 
under Part L 2013 with 40% from on-site LZC technologies
 ► If ground-source heat pump not feasible: 20% improvement on Notional Building 
under Part L 2013 with 10% from on-site LZC technologies
 ► 6 credits under BREEAM Ene 01

LOW-CARBON DESIGN



SUSTAINABILITY:

 ► Gap between Part L estimation and 
in-use carbon emissions (from bills 
etc.)

 ► In-use student accommodation 
carbon emissions (20 post-2000 
buildings):

CARBON ‘PERFORMANCE GAP’



SUSTAINABILITY: IN-USE CARBON EMISSIONS

 ► Approximate New College Court 
in-use carbon emissions: 18 to 40 
kgCO2/m2

 ► Target can be refined through more 
detailed modelling

 ► Approximate uplift owing to scheme 
(including Furness Lodge allowance): 90 
to 140 tCO2

 ► Existing off-site emissions: 377 tCO2

 ► Target net reduction of on-site/off-
site emissions



SUSTAINABILITY: EMBODIED CARBON & 
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

EMBODIED CARBON: PROJECT TARGETS

 ► Re-use of existing structures (Furness Lodge)
 ► Use of timber in items with higher frequency replacement e.g. timber studs
 ► Long-life, durable materials e.g. concrete structures, stone finishes
 ► Adaptability of structures e.g. basement car park

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION: PROJECT TARGETS

 ► Passive methods to mitigate summertime overheating in bedrooms: exposed 
thermally massive concrete soffits; natural ventilation for enhanced airflow
 ► Mitigate risk of future air conditioning
 ► Target compliance with CIBSE TM52 modelling standard for climates to 
2080 (BREEAM is to 2050 and intent only)
 ► Soft Landings process to fix this in the scheme
 ► Drought resistant planting
 ► Surface water systems sized for climate change



SUSTAINABILITY: WATER USE

 ► Carbon impact of pumping and wastewater treatment (approx. 0.5% 
UK carbon emissions)

 ► Future increase of droughts

 ► Carbon impact of heating hot water

PROJECT TARGETS

 ► Reduce demand using low-flow appliances
 ► Rainwater harvesting scheme:

*  water collected from new south, west and north block roofs of the new court
*  events space WC flushing and irrigation
*  estimated 65% rainwater used & 65% mains water use offset

 ► Target 3 out of 5 BREEAM Wat 01 credits (maximum practical level)
 ► Monitor water use automatically



SUSTAINABILITY: POLLUTION

* Mitigating urban air pollution
* Mostly transport derived in city centres

PROJECT TARGETS
 ► Specification of very low NOx boilers and CHP (BREEAM maximum)
 ► Use of ground-source heat pump system (if feasible)
 ► Addition of local planting to mitigate impacts
 ► Reduced transport demands owing to on-site accommodation
 ► Bicycle parking increase
 ► Low VOC materials



SUSTAINABILITY: CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

 ► Energy use:

* Site machinery
* Site vehicles
* Heating & lighting of site cabins
* Approximately 10kgCO2/m2 or about 2-5% of embodied carbon impacts

 ► Water use:

* Dust suppression
* Site accommodation

PROJECT TARGETS
 ► On-site energy & water use monitoring and monthly reporting



SUSTAINABILITY: HEALTH & WELLBEING

* Enhancing health, comfort and wellbeing of occupants
* Increased productivity, reduce illness etc.
* Mitigating future refurbishment 

PROJECT TARGETS
 ► Summertime overheating standards
 ► Minimum daylight levels in bedrooms to good practice levels or better
 ► Enhanced ventilation levels
 ► Landscaping for improved views and summertime cooling



SUSTAINABILITY: ECOLOGY

PROJECT TARGETS
 ► Net biodiversity gain through landscape
 ► Enhanced foraging grounds and habitat for birds.
 ► Woodland edge style planting will be provided within the shaded courtyard 
to provide habitat for insects and potential foraging area for birds
 ► Native hedging will be used to replace existing hedges
 ► Sedum roofs will be provided to new residential blocks and the South 
Court cafe roof


